'Cells' and 'organisms' as a habitat for DNA.
Although the bulk of the hereditary information in bacteria is organized as a single chromosome, it has been known for some years now that bacteria may also carry pieces of self-replicating extrachromosomal DNA. These units are known as plasmids. Sometimes such plasmids carry the information necessary to give rise to mature bacterial viruses under appropriate conditions, but in other cases they specify the production of enzymes and other proteins which alter the bacterial phenotype. Plasmids are often inessential for survival of bacteria, although they may widen the range of environmental conditions under which they flourish. Thus plasmids may be thought of as adventitious additions to the genetic content of bacterial cells. Recently it has become clear that furthur organizational units of DNA are to be found in bacterial cells. These units are called insertion sequences and transposons. Unlike plasmids and the chromosome, however, these DNA units do not carry enough genetic information to specify their own independent replication: they must rely on plasmids or the chromosome for that purpose. Nevertheless they behave in many respects as independent functional units. Although it is possible to think of the chromosome, plasmids and transposons/insertion sequences as three distinct hierarchies of bacterial DNA, genes may move from one hierarchy to another; and such transitions have important implications for the evolution of bacterial populations. Moreover, their study in bacteria may throw much light on the type of DNA interactions occurring in higher cells.